Missoula Math Circle

Fall, 2014
Mondays
UM campus 3:30-5:00

What are Math Circles?

“Math Circles are a form of education enrichment and outreach that bring mathematicians into direct contact with pre-college students. Students meet after school to work on interesting problems in mathematics. The goal is to get the students excited about the mathematics, giving them a setting that encourages them to become passionate about mathematics.”

National Association of Math Circles
http://www.mathcircles.org/

The Missoula Math Circle is part of the National Association of Math Circles and is sponsored by the Mathematical Association of America.

Dates
Mondays in Fall 2014: Oct 13, 20, 27 and Nov 3, 10, 17

The Missoula Math Circle is for students in grades 8-12 who want to solve puzzles, learn new mathematics and think in new ways.

Students can attend in person or remotely with a teacher. More information and registration can be found on the web page: hs.umt.edu/mathday

Information: WEB: hs.umt.edu/mathday EMAIL: mathcircle@mso.umt.edu

Organizers: Professor Jenny McNulty * 243-2473 * jenny.mcnulty@umontana.edu
Professor Kelly McKinnie * 243-5694 * kelly.mckinnie@umontana.edu
Professor Ke Wu * 243-4818 * ke.wu@umontana.edu